
Year 7, 8 and 9 students will complete examinations in

English, maths and science when we return from the half

term break and Year 10 students will sit mock examinations

week beginning Monday 14th June for a two-week cycle.

During tutor time this week, Mr Leese has shared with

students what our expectations are in relation to 

 examination conduct as well as general revision strategies. 

This has been particularly useful for the year groups who are

not used to the formal nature of examinations in the hall.  

 Our expectation is that students treat them as seriously as

they would their real GCSE examinations, as it is an

important barometer of their progress towards success in

summer 2022. All students have been issued with a copy of

their exam timetable.

As you know, today is the deadline for feedback

on our proposed changes to the structure of the

school day from September.  Many thanks to all

of the staff and parents/carers who have shared

their thoughts on various aspects of the

proposals.  

All of the comments will be shared with

governors on 8th June so they are able to make

an informed decision.  Any changes will be

communicated with you all following the

meeting.

Next issue we will share photographs from the

Year 11 and 13 leavers' assemblies.  You have all

worked so hard and we are really proud of you.

Mrs Johnson

Last weekend saw the start of expedition season and our Silver

practice group going out. The group had a baptism of fire, with

enough rain to put off even the most seasoned of DofE managers on

the first night! Tents were put up quickly and the group found

shelter to make food, the rain may have been relentless but the

spirit was there and you could feel the nerves and excitement from

everyone. 

The following morning students were up and packed before staff

had finished their coffee, they were keen to get started and so were 

 set off with a tracker and a map to put their newly learned skills to

the test. 

It was a weekend that encompassed everything that is The Duke of

Edinburgh Award, the feeling of relief as tired bodies collapsed into

their tent after a long hike and evenings spent playing manhunt all

brought a smile to everyone’s faces after a hard day. The sun finally

made its way through on the last day and gave everyone that final

boost that was needed to get to the finish point. Tired and a bit

soggy, the relief was evident on everyone’s faces but it soon turned

to pride as they came through the finish point to a well-deserved

round of applause and cheer from all the parents, carers and staff

waiting for them.  
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Year 7 have been busy selecting their Charity

Champions to represent their form groups in

our fundraising drive for the UHNM Charity.

Each form will be supporting a department of

the hospital, including A&E, critical care,

cancer care, elderly care, children's ward and

neonatal intensive care.

The Charity Champions have been invited to

visit the UHNM Charity staff after half term, at

which point they will begin deciding on our

projects for the Year group.

Thank you to all Year 7 students who put

themselves forward for the role, Mrs Pheasey

is looking forward to working with you as a

year group.

Two of our fantastic mathematicians from 11Ey1 have recently taken part

in the UKMT Pink Kangaroo competition. The Pink Kangaroo is a follow-

on round to the Intermediate Mathematical Challenge. It is a 60-minute,

multiple-choice competition consisting of 25 problems. Entry to the

competition is by invitation only and is based on a qualifying score of

above 86 this year. Alex C obtained a great score of 65 and was awarded

a certificate of participation. Kieran L scored a fantastic 92, to be

awarded a merit certificate. Well done to both students!

9EY1 maths group have started an enrichment programme this term

looking at maths in a variety of contexts and how they can use maths

in many future career pathways.

Their first session involved a video from AQA outlining many jobs using

maths and students investigating all the maths behind a tin of

chopped tomatoes.

They will also take part in a virtual escape room this week using their

problems solving skills to break many codes and hopefully escape!
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YEAR 7 CHARITY
CHAMPIONS REVEALED 

DT A-LEVEL EGG DROP CHALLENGE A
SMASH HIT!

Year 13 students have finished the last week of their A level course

putting their skills to the test. Ruben K-S won the egg drop

competition considering drag and crumble zones in his winning

design…. It was eggsellent!

Team Isaac, Kason, Sam and Josh won the much anticipated flying

vehicle challenge creating a car from pine, mild steel and MDF. Many

iterations of the design enabled the team to create a car taking full

advantage of their understanding of forces and aerodynamics.

It has been a tough year but the Year 13s definitely finished on a

high. Well done! 

https://www.ukmt.org.uk/competitions/solo/intermediate-mathematical-challenge

